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How to Use Literature to Enhance the Pre-AP/AP Classroom
Thoughts on Reading Critically
Reading critically demands that we pay attention to our level of engagement in a text.
Rather than pleasure reading (which has its own importance), critical reading requires
more energy. There are several useful steps that enable a student to become a more
effective critical reader. The student needs to internalize this process so that it becomes a
part of their learning experience.
A Suggested Five-Step Process
1. Find a comfortable place to read. It must be relatively quiet and allow the student
to write easily in the text. (Beds may be great, but they induce sleep!)
2. Find a writing implement - a pen or pencil. (Highlighters do not allow for writing
in the text)
3. Read the text slowing and carefully, allowing yourself time to stop and reflect on
what’s being said and how it’s being said.
4. Read the text again, with pen or pencil in hand:
a. Draw a box around any words that are new to you and define the word in
the margin, using a dictionary if needed.
b. Underline any major ideas or points you feel the author is trying to make.
c. Place a “Q” in the margin next to questions the author raises.
d. Place a star next to descriptive images or intriguing phrases that grab you.
e. Finally, write your own questions and comments in the margin.
5. Gather your thoughts together for class discussions.
Student-generated Discussion Guidelines
First and foremost all students must be an engaged member in the discussion process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Respect the ideas of others; everyone’s opinion is valid;
Ask effective questions;
Refer to the text, early and often;
Listen actively to the discussion, give the speaker your full attention;
Build on the ideas of others, even when disagreeing;
No put-downs;
Leave if unwilling or unable to participate and receive an alternative assignment.

Literature in the classroom will enhance the lesson and topics that are being discussed. It
will help students understand different time periods, cultures, and actions of others.
Literature will help the teacher extend on ideas and topics beyond the classroom
experience. For a Pre-AP/AP student, advanced and relevant reading is a necessity not a
luxury. It will help the student develop thought processes that are important to the AP
exams and life in general.
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AP Human Geography Reading List:
Modern classics can help students understand the intersection of culture and geography.
The list below is not all inclusive but can give students a start in understanding the way
geographers, opinion shapers, and policy makers are helping people keep informed
about the field of geography.

Geographic Perspectives
How To Lie With Maps
Mark Monmonier
Monmonier (geography, Syracuse Univ.) reveals how and why maps "lie." He explains the methods
cartographers must use to distort reality in representing a complex, three-dimensional world on a flat sheet
or screen, and how they exclude information and geographic features in order to create a readable and
understandable map. In addition to explaining the "white lies" told by every competent mapmaker and the
errors caused by "cartographic carelessness," Monmonier explores the use of maps for advertising and
propaganda, and the deliberate errors employed to confuse potential enemies or to trap copiers. Valuable
for both students of cartography or geography and interested laypersons, this is recommended for academic
and
larger
public
libraries.
- Peter B. Kutner, Univ. of Oklahoma, Norman

Why Geography Matters: Three Challenges Facing America: Climate Change, the Rise
of China and Global Terrorism
Harm de Blij
Geography professor de Blij writes from a conviction that not only the American public but also
government officials can be dangerously ignorant of basic geography, so to enlighten them he discusses
three topics with national security implications. His tour of Islamic radicalism has the most immediate
relevance and, buttressed by a profusion of maps, it covers Afghanistan, Iraq, the Islamic "front" in subSaharan Africa, and--Paraguay? Learning the significance of that outlier to the geography of Islamic
terrorism (as well as its unappeasable aims) typifies many of de Blij's informational surprises, which are
arranged clearly and spiced with the author's allusions to his career and travels, including China. His
observations of attitudes and changes he's seen there are sober divinations of the cold war potential vis-avis China and the U.S. The putative threat of global warming receives de Blij's somewhat contrarian
assessment, an outgrowth of his geographic summary of the ice age gripping the earth right now,
geologically speaking. Accessible expertise vital for the current-events display. Gilbert Taylor
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Population Geography
All The Trouble In The World: The Lighter Side of Overpopulation, Famine, Ecological
Distaster…
P.J. O’Rourke
Political humorist O'Rourke (Give War a Chance) takes a swipe at "fashionable worries," reminding us that
"This is a moment of hope in history"-no more evil empire to threaten us. His contention that this is "the
best moment of all time" and the U.S. is "the best place to be" is funny mostly in one-liners and anecdotes,
but his larger arguments flag: while Miami's efforts at multiculturalism are worthy of parody, a field trip to
"multiculturalism in practice"-the war in Bosnia-is no real contrast. After skewering environmentalists,
whom he accuses of crying wolf too often, the author visits the polluted Czech Republic to proclaim
sophistically that collectivist government can't solve ecological problems. As usual, O'Rourke has a good
eye for self-righteousness, but his libertarian reach exceeds his wisecracking grasp.
Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Our Kind: Who We Are, Where We Came From, Where We Are Going
Marvin Harris
Our Kind (meaning the human species), another of anthropologist Harris's popularizing works, is a
compendium of short essays (or musings) on an incredibly wide range of topics from fossil humans to
yuppies. The book, which begins, "IN THE BEGINNING was the foot," is written in a chatty, urbane style.
Harris fears that we too easily are learning to live with the threat of nuclear annihilation and that we will
not survive even the near future " . . . unless we transcend the state's insatiable demands for sovereignty and
hegemony." He also warns that "we must rid ourselves of the notion that we are an innately aggressive
species for whom war is inevitable." Unless Harris meant to write a reminiscence of aspects of human
existence, he might have made these remarks more effectively in a less eclectic work. Serious readers will
find the right-up-to-date bibliography useful. - Joan W. Gartland, Detroit P.L. Copyright 1989 Reed
Business Information, Inc

Cultural Patterns and Processes
The City of Joy
Dominique Lapierre
Exactly halfway through Lapierre's The City of Joy, a missionary priest exclaims, "Bless you, Calcutta, for
in your wretchedness you have given birth to saints." It is about several such saints struggling against
overwhelming wretchedness that this account of life in the most squalid of Calcutta's slums, Anand Nagar
("The City of Joy"), concerns itself. In the telling, the protagonists find themselves overwhelmed in turn by
a love and compassion as transforming and inexplicable as grace. The tale is initially absorbing, constantly
disturbing and ultimately uplifting. Anand Nagar, according to Lapierre (who spent three years in Calcutta
and Bengal researching the book), has the densest concentration of humans anywhere on earth. More than
70,000 Muslims, Hindus, Christians, Sikhs, Parsis and Buddhists are crammed into an area smaller than
two football fields. Their average income is less than 10 cents a day. With one latrine for every 2,500
people and one fountain for every 3,000, sanitation is, to all intents and purposes, nonexistent. And yet,
despite the crowding, the poverty, the scorpions, mosquitoes, rats and ordure, "The City of Joy" glows with
human feeling. Orphaned children are immediately adopted by neighbors; religious festivals joyously
praise a variety of gods; lepers are embraced and cared for; eunuchs (damned in Hindu theology) are
revered. Lapierre traces the progress of a handful of idealists through this Indian Inferno-PurgatorioParadiso: the rickshaw-puller Hasari Pal; a Polish Catholic priest, Stephan Kovalski; Max Loeb, a young
American doctor; Bandona, a beautiful Assamese nurse. Even Mother Teresa makes an appearance at the
periphery of the narrative. Their alternating and, eventually, intertwining stories create a tapestry of human
suffering, sacrifice and courage. As co-author (with Larry Collins) of such bestsellers as Is Paris Burning?,
Freedom at Midnight and The Fifth Horseman, Lapierre knows how to tell a story. Unfortunately, the
novelistic approach he has chosen occasionally casts an aura of Puzo or Cartland over individual scenes: ".
. .all around them, blows rained down with redoubled savagery." Or "Then they surrendered themselves to
pleasure." Often, too, the translation by Kathryn Spink is awkward and inexact. Despite these quibbles,
however, The City of Joy is more than welcome in a world that needs such reaffirmations of the human
spirit very badly. (Kirkus Reviews)

Confucius Lives Next Door: What Living in the East Teaches Us About Living in the
West
T.R. Reid
In this breezy homily, Reid, an NPR commentator who was the Washington Post's Tokyo bureau chief for
five years, offers a look at what he calls Asia's "social miracle" (as opposed to its once vaunted economic
growth). The nations of East Asia, he reports, have "the safest streets, the strongest families, and the best
schools in the world." Along with their enviably low rates of crime, divorce, unwed motherhood and
vandalism, countries like Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand boast a burgeoning middle
class, a general aura of civility and a more egalitarian distribution of wealth than the U.S. enjoys. Like
many other Asia watchers, Reid attributes this social cohesiveness to a shared set of core values, discipline,
loyalty, hard work, a focus on education, group harmony, etc. that he traces back to the Confucian classics.
Yet Reid, now the Post's London bureau chief, readily admits that the East Asian model of Confucian
prosperity has glaring flaws: most cities he visited were drab and ugly; Singapore is a "self-righteous and
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thoroughly intolerant place controlled by a small clique." Reid, who transplanted his family of five from a
small Colorado town to Tokyo, serves up amusing anecdotes and cross-cultural observations (his two
daughters enrolled in a Japanese public school), but his report reads like one long radio spiel and covers
well-trod terrain. After gently berating Westerners for more than 200 pages, he gets to eat his rice cake and
have it, too: Confucian values and our own Judeo-Christian morality, he concludes, are basically the same,
differing mainly in nuance. Author tour. Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Cows, Pigs, Wars, and Witches: The Riddles of Culture
Marvin Harris
This book challenges those who argue that we can change the world by changing the way people think.
Harris shows that no matter how bizarre a people's behavior may seem, it always stems from concrete
social and economic conditions.

Dreams Of Trespass: Tales of a Harem Girlhood
Fatima Mernissi
This rich, magical and absorbing growing-up tale set in a little-known culture reflects many universals
about women. The setting is a "domestic harem"in the 1940s city of Fez, where an extended family
arrangement keeps the women mostly apart from society, as opposed to the more stereotypical "imperial
harem," which historically provided sex for sultans and other powerful court officials. Moroccan
sociologist Mernissi ( Islam and Democracy ) charts the changing social and political frontiers and limns
the personalities and quirks of her world. Here she tells of a grandmother who warns that the world is
unfair to women, learns of the confusing WW II via radio news in Arabic and French, watches family
members debate what children should hear, wonders why American soldiers' skin doesn't reflect Moroccanstyle racial mixing and decides that sensuality must be a part of women's liberation. With much folk
wisdom--happiness, the author's mother told her, "was when there was a balance between what you gave
and what you took"--this book not only tells a winning personal story but also helps to feminize a muchstereotyped
religion.
Photos.
BOMC
and
QPB
selections.
Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Jihad vs. McWorld: How Globalism and Tribalism Are Reshaping the World
Benjamin R. Barber & Andrea Schulz
As soon as you hear the conceit of this book--that there are two great opposing forces at work in the world
today, border-crossing capitalism and splintering factionalism, and that they are the two biggest threats to
democracy--you know it rings true enough to be worth reading. Although capitalism could have only
grown to current levels in the soil of democracies, Benjamin Barber argues that global capitalism now tends
to work against the very concept of citizenship, of people thinking for themselves and with their neighbors.
Too often now, how we think is the product of a transnational corporation (increasingly, a media
corporation) with headquarters elsewhere. And although self-determination is one of the most fundamental
of democratic principles, unchecked it has lead to a tribalism (think Bosnia, think Rwanda) in which
virtually no one besides the local power elite gets a fair shake. The antidote, Barber concludes, is to work
everywhere to resuscitate the non-governmental, non-business spaces in life--he calls them "civic spaces"
(such as the village green, voluntary associations of every sort, churches, community schools)--where true
citizenship thrives.

Kite Runner
Khaled Hosseini
The Kite Runner follows the story of Amir, the privileged son of a wealthy businessman in Kabul, and
Hassan, the son of Amir's father's servant. As children in the relatively stable Afghanistan of the early
1970s, the boys are inseparable. They spend idyllic days running kites and telling stories of mystical places
and powerful warriors until an unspeakable event changes the nature of their relationship forever, and
eventually cements their bond in ways neither boy could have ever predicted. Even after Amir and his
father flee to America, Amir remains haunted by his cowardly actions and disloyalty. In part, it is these
demons and the sometimes impossible quest for forgiveness that bring him back to his war-torn native land
after it comes under Taliban rule. ("...I wondered if that was how forgiveness budded, not with the fanfare
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of epiphany, but with pain gathering its things, packing up, and slipping away unannounced in the middle
of the night.")
Some of the plot's turns and twists may be somewhat implausible, but Hosseini has created characters that
seem so real that one almost forgets that The Kite Runner is a novel and not a memoir. At a time when
Afghanistan has been thrust into the forefront of America's collective consciousness ("people sipping lattes
at Starbucks were talking about the battle for Kunduz"), Hosseini offers an honest, sometimes tragic,
sometimes funny, but always heartfelt view of a fascinating land. Perhaps the only true flaw in this
extraordinary novel is that it ends all too soon. --Gisele Toueg

Nine Hills To Nambonkaha: Two Years in the Heart of an African Village
Sarah Erdman
Erdman, who now works for the Peace Corps in Washington, D.C., spent two years in Nambonkaha, a
northern Ivory Coast village, starting in 1998. As a culturally sensitive community development volunteer,
she took her time finding her niche. She started working on maternal and child health by introducing the
regular weighing of babies, as a means of monitoring malnutrition and as a way of opening the door to a
wider range of health-care interventions. Without funds or equipment, this boiled down to rudimentary first
aid: cleaning and bandaging wounds, cooling down a fever or recognizing malaria and going to the nurse
for pills. By the end of Erdman's stay, with the support of the village, she'd moved on, very successfully, to
birth control and AIDS prevention education. Happily, Erdman focuses on the story behind the story: how
she learned local ways, how she gained the confidence and friendship of assorted villagers and even how
she couldn't do anything about some atrocities, like female genital mutilation. In the end, she understands
the village world view so well, she can imagine better ways to deal with certain issues, like promoting
condom usage: what if international health organizations had depicted AIDS as a sorcery problem and
"introduced condoms, with the help of chiefs and fetisheurs, as the only fetish that can stave off" the
disease? This is an engrossing, well-told tale certain to appeal to armchair travelers and to anyoneespecially
women-considering
international
volunteer
work.
Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

The Tribes of America: Journalistic Discoveries of Our People and Their Culture
Paul Cowan
First published in 1979, The Tribes of America is an overlooked classic—a prescient and deeply empathetic
work based on seven years of reporting from the front lines of the culture wars that continue to divide
America. Long before Tom Frank asked, "What's the matter with Kansas?" Village Voice reporter and civil
rights activist Paul Cowan set out to "to cross the sound barrier of dogma and test [his] beliefs against the
realities of American life" by investigating what he called the "professional, religious, ethnic, and racial
tribes—the Tribes of America." From reporting on a vicious battle over school textbooks in West Virginia,
the school busing crisis in Boston, and the miners' strike in Harlan County, Kentucky, to the fight over lowincome housing in Forest Hills, Queens, and the 1972 conspiracy trial of Eqbal Ahmad, Father Philip
Berrigan, and others, Cowan journeyed deep into misunderstood communities across the nation to depict
American
struggles,
prejudices,
and
hopes.
In his introduction, Rick Perlstein writes that Cowan's "agonized sensitivity to battlefields then barely
emergent makes for one of the most remarkable books I have ever read by any journalist." The Tribes of
America is a powerful model for engaged journalism and an enormously illuminating portrait of a nation at
war with itself.

Political Organization of Space
Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed
Jared Diamond
In the Pulitzer-Prize-winning Guns, Germs, and Steel, Diamond chronicled the rise of human civilizations
since the Ice Age. This time, he turns over the log and probes the rotted side--the demise of onceproductive societies such as the Maya, Easter Islanders and Greenland Norse. He also sounds the alarm on
environmental practices undermining modern societies, including China, Russia, Australia and the United
States. Narrator Murney has his work cut out for him, even though this audiobook is abridged. The
narrative, which spans the globe and the ages, is dense, overwhelmingly so at times. Diamond parses
myriad ecological, geographical and biological impacts, from weather patterns to deforestation to sperm
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count. But Murney rises to the occasion. His engagement never flags, and he strikes all the proper notes of
concern and warning. The delivery feels effortless, his tone a blend of newsreel narrator and professor-atthe-lectern. Diamond teaches geography at UCLA, and his prose style, unsurprisingly, contains shades of
the lecture hall. In fact, given such abundant and oft-alarming information, listeners may feel the urge to
take notes for the final exam. Though grounding materials such as photographs and maps would have made
this audiobook easier to follow, their absence is a minor fault in an overall fine production.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Guns, Germs, and Steel
Jared Diamond
In Guns, Germs, and Steel Jared Diamond presents the biologist's answer: geography, demography, and
ecological happenstance. Diamond evenhandedly reviews human history on every continent since the Ice
Age at a rate that emphasizes only the broadest movements of peoples and ideas. Yet his survey is
binocular: one eye has the rather distant vision of the evolutionary biologist, while the other eye--and his
heart--belongs to the people of New Guinea, where he has done field work for more than 30 years.

Rural Land Use and Agriculture
Fast Food Nation
Eric Schlosser
On any given day, one out of four Americans opts for a quick and cheap meal at a fast-food restaurant,
without giving either its speed or its thriftiness a second thought. Fast food is so ubiquitous that it now
seems as American, and harmless, as apple pie. But the industry's drive for consolidation, homogenization,
and speed has radically transformed America's diet, landscape, economy, and workforce, often in
insidiously destructive ways. Eric Schlosser, an award-winning journalist, opens his ambitious and
ultimately devastating exposé with an introduction to the iconoclasts and high school dropouts, such as
Harlan Sanders and the McDonald brothers, who first applied the principles of a factory assembly line to a
commercial kitchen. Quickly, however, he moves behind the counter with the overworked and underpaid
teenage workers, onto the factory farms where the potatoes and beef are grown, and into the
slaughterhouses run by giant meatpacking corporations. Schlosser wants you to know why those French
fries taste so good (with a visit to the world's largest flavor company) and "what really lurks between those
sesame-seed buns." Eater beware: forget your concerns about cholesterol, there is--literally--feces in your
meat.
Schlosser's investigation reaches its frightening peak in the meatpacking plants as he reveals the almost
complete lack of federal oversight of a seemingly lawless industry. His searing portrayal of the industry is
disturbingly similar to Upton Sinclair's The Jungle, written in 1906: nightmare working conditions, union
busting, and unsanitary practices that introduce E. coli and other pathogens into restaurants, public schools,
and homes. Almost as disturbing is his description of how the industry "both feeds and feeds off the
young," insinuating itself into all aspects of children's lives, even the pages of their school books, while
leaving them prone to obesity and disease. Fortunately, Schlosser offers some eminently practical remedies.
"Eating in the United States should no longer be a form of high-risk behavior," he writes. Where to begin?
Ask yourself, is the true cost of having it "your way" really worth it? --Lesley Reed

The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals
Michael Pollan
Most of us are at a great distance from our food. I don't mean that we live "twelve miles from a lemon," as
English wit Sydney Smith said about a home in Yorkshire. I mean that our food bears little resemblance to
its natural substance. Hamburger never mooed; spaghetti grows on the pasta tree; baby carrots come from a
pink and blue nursery. Still, we worry about our meals -- from calories to carbs, from heart-healthy to brain
food. And we prefer our food to be "natural," as long as natural doesn't involve real.
In The Omnivore's Dilemma, Michael Pollan writes about how our food is grown -- what it is, in fact, that
we are eating. The book is really three in one: The first section discusses industrial farming; the second,
organic food, both as big business and on a relatively small farm; and the third, what it is like to hunt and
gather food for oneself. And each section culminates in a meal -- a cheeseburger and fries from
McDonald's; roast chicken, vegetables and a salad from Whole Foods; and grilled chicken, corn and a
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chocolate soufflé (made with fresh eggs) from a sustainable farm; and, finally, mushrooms and pork,
foraged from the wild.
The first section is a wake-up call for anyone who has ever been hungry. In the United States, Pollan makes
clear, we're mostly fed by two things: corn and oil. We may not sit down to bowls of yummy petroleum,
but almost everything we eat has used enormous amounts of fossil fuels to get to our tables. Oil products
are part of the fertilizers that feed plants, the pesticides that keep insects away from them, the fuels used by
the trains and trucks that transport them across the country, and the packaging in which they're wrapped.
We're addicted to oil, and we really like to eat.
Oil underlines Pollan's story about agribusiness, but corn is its focus. American cattle fatten on corn. Corn
also feeds poultry, pigs and sheep, even farmed fish. But that's just the beginning. In addition to dairy
products from corn-fed cows and eggs from corn-fed chickens, corn starch, corn oil and corn syrup make
up key ingredients in prepared foods. High-fructose corn syrup sweetens everything from juice to
toothpaste. Even the alcohol in beer is corn-based. Corn is in everything from frozen yogurt to ketchup,
from mayonnaise and mustard to hot dogs and bologna, from salad dressings to vitamin pills. "Tell me
what you eat," said the French gastronomist Anthelme Brillat-Savarin, "and I will tell you what you are."
We're corn.
Each bushel of industrial corn grown, Pollan notes, uses the equivalent of up to a third of a gallon of oil.
Some of the oil products evaporate and acidify rain; some seep into the water table; some wash into rivers,
affecting drinking water and poisoning marine ecosystems. The industrial logic also means vast farms that
grow only corn. When the price of corn drops, the solution, the farmer hopes, is to plant more corn for next
year. The paradoxical result? While farmers earn less, there's an over-supply of cheap corn, and that means
finding ever more ways to use it up.
Is eating all this corn good for us? Who knows? We think we've tamed nature, but we're just beginning to
learn about all that we don't yet know. Ships were once provided with plenty of food, but sailors got scurvy
because they needed vitamin C. We're sailing on the same sea, thinking we're eating well but still
discovering nutrients in our food that we hadn't known were there -- that we don't yet know we need.
We've lost touch with the natural loops of farming, in which livestock and crops are connected in mutually
beneficial circles. Pollan discusses the alternatives to industrial farming, but these two long (and
occasionally self-indulgent) sections lack the focus and intensity -- the anger beneath the surface -- of the
first. He spends a week at Joel Salatin's Polyface Farm in the Shenandoah Valley, a farm that works with
nature, rather than despite it. Salatin calls himself a grass farmer, though his farm produces cows, chickens,
eggs and corn. But everything begins with the grass: The cows nibble at it at the precise moment when it's
at its sweetest and are moved from pasture to pasture to keep the grass at its best height. Their droppings
fertilize the grass, and the cycle is under way. There's a kind of lyrical symmetry to everything that happens
on this farm. Even the final slaughtering of chickens is done quickly and humanely, in the open air. It isn't
pleasant, but compared to the way cattle are fattened and slaughtered in meat industry feedlots and
slaughterhouses, it is remarkably reasonable.
We needn't learn how to shoot our own pigs, as Pollan does; there's hope in other ways -- farmers' markets,
the Slow Food movement, restaurants supplied by local farms. To Pollan, the omnivore's dilemma is
twofold: what we choose to eat ("What should we have for dinner?" he asks in the opening sentence of his
book) and how we let that food be produced. His book is an eater's manifesto, and he touches on a vast
array of subjects, from food fads and taboos to our avoidance of not only our food's animality, but also our
own. Along the way, he is alert to his own emotions and thoughts, to see how they affect what he does and
what he eats, to learn more and to explain what he knows. His approach is steeped in honesty and selfawareness. His cause is just, his thinking is clear, and his writing is compelling. Be careful of your dinner!
Reviewed by Bunny Crumpacker Copyright 2006, The Washington Post. All Rights Reserved.

Urban Land Use and Cities
Edge City: Life on the New Frontier
Joel Garreau
A thought-provoking account of the new urban centers that are developing on the edges of major
metropolitan areas in the U.S.
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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A Field Guide to Sprawl
Dolores Hayden
A mere glance through the pages of this book offers a quick education about the excesses of the recently
built environment. By its very nature, sprawl is hard to identify and track, but Hayden, a Yale professor of
architecture and American studies, provides a combination of informed but breezy text and 75 large, crisp
color images that greatly simplify the task of "decoding everyday American landscapes." Organized
alphabetically, with a big two-page spread for each entry, the book moves from "alligator" (an investment
that "eats" cash flow, represented here by the vast and ghostly grid of an unbuilt New Mexico suburb) to
"zoomburb" (a suburb on steroids, illustrated here by Arizona's spiraling Sun City). Along the way, the
reader comes to the depressing understanding that troubling phenomena one might have thought strictly
local or temporary—for instance, houses where the garage is the dominant projecting feature—are common
enough to have acquired names, in this case "snout house." But more than a set of colorful terms—all of
which, from "ball pork" to "parsley round the pig" are carefully sourced—this book is a concise guide to
not only sprawl itself but to the powerful political and financial forces that sustain it. If the book has one
problematic aspect, it is that Wark's aerial photographs are often so vividly beautiful that they risk
aestheticizing their often grim subjects—but their seductive quality serves to draw the viewer into Hayden's
passionately
sustained
argument.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of American’s Man-Made Landscape
James Howard Kunstler
In this inconsistent but provocative analysis, Kunstler ( Blood Solstice ), a novelist and journalist, mixes
memoir, historical essay and reporting to condemn the car-dependent suburbanization of America.
Kunstler, who writes ably, casts a very wide net: he finds the roots of American individualism in precolonial property ownership, decries the abstracting influence of modernism on city architecture and slams
road-builder Robert Moses to support his contention that suburbia is a social environment without soul. He
offers an intriguing history of the decline of Saratoga Springs, N.Y., his hometown, describes trips to
failing Detroit and well-planned Portland, Ore., and dissects "capitals of unreality" like Disney World and
Atlantic City. His worthy but sketchily described solutions--a sustainable economy, better neighborhood
development and preservation of the countryside--could, however, each merit a book.
Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Economic Development
Development As Freedom
Amartya Sen
When Sen, an Indian-born Cambridge economist, won the 1998 Nobel Prize for Economic Science, he was
praised by the Nobel Committee for bringing an "ethical dimension" to a field recently dominated by
technical specialists. Sen here argues that open dialogue, civil freedoms and political liberties are
prerequisites for sustainable development. He tests his theory with examples ranging from the former
Soviet bloc to Africa, but he puts special emphasis on China and India. How does one explain the recent
gulf in economic progress between authoritarian yet fast-growing China and democratic, economically
laggard India? For Sen, the answer is clear: India, with its massive neglect of public education, basic health
care and literacy, was poorly prepared for a widely shared economic expansion; China, on the other hand,
having made substantial advances in those areas, was able to capitalize on its market reforms. Yet Sen
demolishes the notion that a specific set of "Asian values" exists that might provide a justification for
authoritarian regimes. He observes that China's coercive system has contributed to massive famine and that
Beijing's compulsory birth control policyAonly one child per familyAhas led to fatal neglect of female
children. Though not always easy reading for the layperson, Sen's book is an admirable and persuasive
effort to define development not in terms of GDP but in terms of "the real freedoms that people enjoy."
(Sept.) Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time
Jeffrey Sachs
Celebrated economist Jeffrey Sachs has a plan to eliminate extreme poverty around the world by 2025. If
you think that is too ambitious or wildly unrealistic, you need to read this book. His focus is on the one
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billion poorest individuals around the world who are caught in a poverty trap of disease, physical isolation,
environmental stress, political instability, and lack of access to capital, technology, medicine, and
education. The goal is to help these people reach the first rung on the "ladder of economic development" so
they can rise above mere subsistence level and achieve some control over their economic futures and their
lives. To do this, Sachs proposes nine specific steps, which he explains in great detail in The End of
Poverty. Though his plan certainly requires the help of rich nations, the financial assistance Sachs calls for
is surprisingly modest--more than is now provided, but within the bounds of what has been promised in the
past. For the U.S., for instance, it would mean raising foreign aid from just 0.14 percent of GNP to 0.7
percent. Sachs does not view such help as a handout but rather an investment in global economic growth
that will add to the security of all nations. In presenting his argument, he offers a comprehensive education
on global economics, including why globalization should be embraced rather than fought, why international
institutions such as the United Nations, International Monetary Fund, and World Bank need to play a strong
role in this effort, and the reasons why extreme poverty exists in the midst of great wealth. He also shatters
some persistent myths about poor people and shows how developing nations can do more to help
themselves.
Despite some crushing statistics, The End of Poverty is a hopeful book. Based on a tremendous amount of
data and his own experiences working as an economic advisor to the UN and several individual nations,
Sachs makes a strong moral, economic, and political case for why countries and individuals should battle
poverty with the same commitment and focus normally reserved for waging war. This important book not
only makes the end of poverty seem realistic, but in the best interest of everyone on the planet, rich and
poor alike. --Shawn Carkonen

The Wealth and Poverty of Nations: Why Some Are So Rich and Some So Poor
David S. Landes
Professor David S. Landes takes a historic approach to the analysis of the distribution of wealth in this
landmark study of world economics. Landes argues that the key to today's disparity between the rich and
poor nations of the world stems directly from the industrial revolution, in which some countries made the
leap to industrialization and became fabulously rich, while other countries failed to adapt and remained
poor. Why some countries were able to industrialize and others weren't has been the subject of much heated
debate over the decades; climate, natural resources, and geography have all been put forward as
explanations--and are all brushed aside by Landes in favor of his own controversial theory: that the ability
to effect an industrial revolution is dependent on certain cultural traits, without which industrialization is
impossible to sustain. Landes contrasts the characteristics of successfully industrialized nations--work,
thrift, honesty, patience, and tenacity--with those of nonindustrial countries, arguing that until these values
are internalized by all nations, the gulf between the rich and poor will continue to grow.

The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century
Thomas L. Friedman
Thomas L. Friedman is not so much a futurist, which he is sometimes called, as a presentist. His aim in The
World Is Flat, as in his earlier, influential Lexus and the Olive Tree, is not to give you a speculative
preview of the wonders that are sure to come in your lifetime, but rather to get you caught up on the
wonders that are already here. The world isn't going to be flat, it is flat, which gives Friedman's breathless
narrative much of its urgency, and which also saves it from the Epcot-style polyester sheen that futurists-the optimistic ones at least--are inevitably prey to.
What Friedman means by "flat" is "connected": the lowering of trade and political barriers and the
exponential technical advances of the digital revolution that have made it possible to do business, or almost
anything else, instantaneously with billions of other people across the planet. This in itself should not be
news to anyone. But the news that Friedman has to deliver is that just when we stopped paying attention to
these developments--when the dot-com bust turned interest away from the business and technology pages
and when 9/11 and the Iraq War turned all eyes toward the Middle East--is when they actually began to
accelerate. Globalization 3.0, as he calls it, is driven not by major corporations or giant trade organizations
like the World Bank, but by individuals: desktop freelancers and innovative startups all over the world (but
especially in India and China) who can compete--and win--not just for low-wage manufacturing and
information labor but, increasingly, for the highest-end research and design work as well. (He doesn't forget
the "mutant supply chains" like Al-Qaeda that let the small act big in more destructive ways.)
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Friedman has embraced this flat world in his own work, continuing to report on his story after his book's
release and releasing an unprecedented hardcover update of the book a year later with 100 pages of revised
and expanded material. What's changed in a year? Some of the sections that opened eyes in the first edition-on China and India, for example, and the global supply chain--are largely unaltered. Instead, Friedman has
more to say about what he now calls "uploading," the direct-from-the-bottom creation of culture,
knowledge, and innovation through blogging, podcasts, and open-source software. And in response to the
pleas of many of his readers about how to survive the new flat world, he makes specific recommendations
about the technical and creative training he thinks will be required to compete in the "New Middle" class.
As before, Friedman tells his story with the catchy slogans and globe-hopping anecdotes that readers of his
earlier books and his New York Times columns know well, and he holds to a stern sort of optimism. He
wants to tell you how exciting this new world is, but he also wants you to know you're going to be trampled
if you don't keep up with it. A year later, one can sense his rising impatience that our popular culture, and
our political leaders, are not helping us keep pace. --Tom Nissley

Globalization
Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution—and How It Can Renew
America
Thomas L. Friedman
Friedman takes a fresh and provocative look at two of the biggest challenges we face today: America’s
surprising loss of focus and national purpose since 9/11; and the global environmental crisis, which is
affecting everything from food to fuel to forests. In this groundbreaking account of where we stand now, he
shows us how the solutions to these two big problems are linked--how we can restore the world and revive
America at the same time.
Friedman explains how global warming, rapidly growing populations, and the astonishing expansion of the
world’s middle class through globalization have produced a planet that is “hot, flat, and crowded.” Already
the earth is being affected in ways that threaten to make it dangerously unstable. In just a few years, it will
be too late to fix things--unless the United States steps up now and takes the lead in a worldwide effort to
replace our wasteful, inefficient energy practices with a strategy for clean energy, energy efficiency, and
conservation that Friedman calls Code Green.
This is a great challenge, Friedman explains, but also a great opportunity and one that America cannot
afford to miss. Not only is American leadership the key to the healing of the earth; it is also our best
strategy for the renewal of America.
In vivid, entertaining chapters, Friedman makes it clear that the green revolution we need is like no
revolution the world has seen. It will be the biggest innovation project in American history; it will be hard,
not easy; and it will change everything from what you put into your car to what you see on your electric
bill. But the payoff for America will be more than just cleaner air. It will inspire Americans to something
we haven’t seen in a long time--nation-building in America--by summoning the intelligence, creativity,
boldness, and concern for the common good that are our nation’s greatest natural resources.

Gender Issues
Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide (2010)
Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn
From two of our most fiercely moral voices, a passionate call to arms against our era’s most pervasive
human rights violation: the oppression of women and girls in the developing world.
With Pulitzer Prize winners Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn as our guides, we undertake an
odyssey through Africa and Asia to meet the extraordinary women struggling there, among them a
Cambodian teenager sold into sex slavery and an Ethiopian woman who suffered devastating injuries in
childbirth. Drawing on the breadth of their combined reporting experience, Kristof and WuDunn depict our
world
with
anger,
sadness,
clarity,
and,
ultimately,
hope.
They show how a little help can transform the lives of women and girls abroad. That Cambodian girl
eventually escaped from her brothel and, with assistance from an aid group, built a thriving retail business
that supports her family. The Ethiopian woman had her injuries repaired and in time became a surgeon. A
Zimbabwean mother of five, counseled to return to school, earned her doctorate and became an expert on
AIDS.
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Through these stories, Kristof and WuDunn help us see that the key to economic progress lies in unleashing
women’s potential. They make clear how so many people have helped to do just that, and how we can each
do our part. Throughout much of the world, the greatest unexploited economic resource is the female half
of the population. Countries such as China have prospered precisely because they emancipated women and
brought them into the formal economy. Unleashing that process globally is not only the right thing to do;
it’s
also
the
best
strategy
for
fighting
poverty.
Deeply felt, pragmatic, and inspirational, Half the Sky is essential reading for every global citizen.

Behind the beautiful forevers – Life, Death, and Hope in a Mumbai Undercity
Katherine Boo
In this brilliantly written, fast-paced book, based on three years of uncompromising reporting, a
bewildering
age
of
global
change
and
inequality
is
made
human.
Annawadi is a makeshift settlement in the shadow of luxury hotels near the Mumbai airport, and as India
starts to prosper, Annawadians are electric with hope. Abdul, a reflective and enterprising Muslim teenager,
sees “a fortune beyond counting” in the recyclable garbage that richer people throw away. Asha, a woman
of formidable wit and deep scars from a childhood in rural poverty, has identified an alternate route to the
middle class: political corruption. With a little luck, her sensitive, beautiful daughter—Annawadi’s “mosteverything girl”—will soon become its first female college graduate. And even the poorest Annawadians,
like Kalu, a fifteen-year-old scrap-metal thief, believe themselves inching closer to the good lives and good
times
they
call
“the
full
enjoy.”
But then Abdul the garbage sorter is falsely accused in a shocking tragedy; terror and a global recession
rock the city; and suppressed tensions over religion, caste, sex, power and economic envy turn brutal. As
the tenderest individual hopes intersect with the greatest global truths, the true contours of a competitive
age are revealed. And so, too, are the imaginations and courage of the people of Annawadi.
With intelligence, humor, and deep insight into what connects human beings to one another in an era of
tumultuous change, Behind the Beautiful Forevers carries the reader headlong into one of the twenty-first
century’s hidden worlds, and into the lives of people impossible to forget.
(This particular title could be used with Culture, Development, Urban Systems also)
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